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We founded Giant Peach to make 
beautiful websites for companies we’re 

crazy about. Our big idea was do what you love 
for people you love and you can’t go wrong.  
 
Our values were always the driver: sticking 
to our guns, never selling out, cutting the BS. 
We were (and still are) big on treating each 
other like human beings and creating digital 
products that reach out on a personal level. 
 
We arrived at a crossroads when we realised 
our excitement for companies with a 
conscience far outweighed any other work  
we were taking on. So, being the sum of 
our parts, we considered the individual 
motivations of each Peach. We reached the 
conclusion that everybody had a slightly 
different passion or purpose but there was  
a consistent theme: we all get out of bed to 
make a difference. 

And even on those days. Y’know the ones. 
The Berroca and bacon butty days. The cups 
of very strong coffee days. The days when you 
question your life choices. Even when it’s one 
of those days, we come to work with a smile 
on our face. Because we love what we do and 
who we do it with.  
 
And so it was agreed. Working for companies 
doing good things floats our boats. The best 
work we’d ever done was for the game changers,  
charities and trail blazers. We work the hardest 
for those we believe in – the businesses that 
share our values. 
 
We’re taking our passion for meaningful digital 
experiences and partnering with those that 
share our vision. Our mission is simple. We use 
our expertise to make a difference. To you, to 
your audience and to the world. We do what 
we love so you can change the future.

 Making a difference:  
 to you, your audience  
 and our world. 



Life Changing  
Digital

You lead,  
others follow
We all need more of what 
you do so we’ve got your 
back. We work hardest for 
those we believe in – game 
changers, revolutionaries, the 
courageous and visionaries. 

Make it easy  
on yourself
Have the space to focus on 
what you do best. Together we 
create meaningful digital 
strategy and genuine user 
experiences that breathe your 
values and hit your targets.

Out with the old 
 
Our clients pioneer change 
and create growth through 
sustainability. We take 
risks in creativity and use 
progressive techniques, 
surpassing those that play 
it safe.

 
 You inspire us to use our  
 expertise to make a difference.  
 To you, your audience, our  
 future. You make the world  
 a better place. We can help. 

The big picture

With small steps our clients 
take huge leaps in innovative 
change. We take a holistic 
view, cover every aspect of 
your digital offering and get 
your story heard.   

Look to the future 
 
The strength of all our 
businesses depends on the 
health of our planet and the 
structures it supports.  
We make a difference to you,  
to the world and for the future. 
 

Shared hope 
 
We consider our partnerships 
carefully, based on shared 
visions of equality, efficiency 
and values. Being this focused 
on your objectives gives you 
the edge on your competition.



What we do 

 We do design.  
 We do digital strategy.  
 We do fun. We do family.  
 We do life changing digital.  

 Create something that's  
 real, spark a revolution.  
 Use meaningful digital  
 to reach out and connect. 

Give us your story. We’ll do the telling.
Your story is unique and moves people to change. To get it heard 
we dig deep to understand who you are, who your audience is and 
how they engage. Bring your story to life by creating meaningful 
experiences connecting users to you and each other; your vision, 
ethics and personality embedded in immersive digital products.  
Once we’re under the skin we get all over the metrics. We watch, 
learn, adapt, optimise, audit, measure and listen. Then we test, test 
and test again. The result is a story that captivates and mobilises 
to make a difference.

Dream the dream and we’ll make it real.  
Challenge us with your mission and we’ll 
provide the brightest minds, finest skills 
and sharpest tools to make it happen. 

Give us your problem.  
We’ll do the solving.
Creating beautiful, intuitive websites is 
just one piece of the puzzle. We’re digital 
natives with enquiring minds. We create 
strategies that drive growth, campaigns 
that ignite fires, content that connects. 
We probe, dissect, build, take it apart, 
test it to its limits and test it again –  
all with your user at heart. We live and

breathe our work and we have done for 
over a decade. Your passion is our passion. 
We turn ourselves inside out to get the 
results you need. 



Who are you?

You’re a pioneer, making business a force for 
good. We partner with those brave enough to 
try new ideas and embrace revolution, those 
who’ll never settle for so-so. 

Our clients drive innovative change, that's why 
we love 'em. We build powerful platforms from 
which you leap into action to fight for what 
you believe in. Together we create meaningful 

experiences to reach out and fire up 
transformation. 

Our partnerships become friendships and 
doing business is more of a family affair.  
We know how you take your coffee and  
which snacks your kids can be bribed with. 
Feeling at home brings out the best in 
everyone and makes for stronger results.

The Peaches are people that make change 
happen. They're not employees, they’re 
collaborators, friends and family. Multi-talented 
and devoted. Smart and interesting. Some of 
them are quirky, most of them are funny.  
All of them are awesome.

We’re experts in our field, top of our game, 
looking to be the best we can be. We care about 
our clients and continually revise processes to 
deliver the best, most innovative work for you. 
We love it when clients drop in (especially if 
they bring cake). We’re not fans of formality and 
find a meeting with feasting, or a catch up over a 
coupla cold ones brings out the best in everyone.

People with purpose  
– our change agents



How we do it

 Together – in partnership  
 every step of the way. We're the  
 digital arm of your business.  
 Your happiness is our obsession. 

To develop a strategy that utilises every 
last drop of potential, we get personal.  

We run an initial workshop dedicated 
to learning everything about you, your 
customers, your competition, challenges, 
where you want to be, what’s important to 
you, where your passion lies. The lot. 
 
We measure our success on your happiness. 
It doesn’t end with a website, ours is a holistic 
approach. From stunning photography to 
granular analytics, your digital strategy 

encompasses all the elements necessary  
to see growth, return and big fat smiles. 
 
Our agility is your trump card. We invest  
in our adaptability and find better, more 
efficient ways of enhancing your strategy 
and making your life easier. We hold regular 
‘trendsetting’ meetings to make sure we’ve 
got an eye on what’s hot in the worlds 
of Photography, Video, UI, UX, Design, 
Typography, Animation and Development. 
 

We’re dedicated to you. We keep you on the 
straight and narrow by regularly reviewing 
your strategy and continually monitoring 
your performance. If there’s room for 
improvement, we find it. If there’s a glitch in 
the matrix, we’re on it. The digital aspect of 
your business is always covered.  
Solutions, feedback, support and advice: 
all available round the clock. Our devotion 
knows no bounds. 
 
Knowing you’re ahead is a good feeling. 
We’re in the habit of cutting the BS;  
it’s not really our style. Instead we like to back 
things up, do our homework and provide 
evidence. Our relationships are based on 
trust and open dialogue. We’re honest 
with you from the get-go: budget, timings, 
deadlines and outcomes. We encourage you to 
be the same with us. Two-way conversations 
are part of the Giant Peach culture and 
having everyone on the same page is how 
we get the best from all angles.



Discover

Design

REVIEW

CONTENT

REVISE

UIUX

 We’ll take you from 
 where you are... Process for Progress

Develop

APPROVE

TESTING

Deliver

Arrive at your destination with a fl uidity that makes 
bumps in the road a rare occurrence. Once submerged 
in your vision, we dig deep. We leave no stone unturned. 
We test every step of the way and again before delivery. 
You and your digital products embark on a journey that's 
thorough, easy to engage with, personal to you and, most 
importantly, gets you exactly where you need to be.

 ...and guide you to 
 where you want to be 



  Creating Families  

  Inspiring Better Business  

  Harnessing Future Talent  

  Donating Hardware  

 #makeadifference 

  Reducing Food Waste  



Branding

Recognisable brands are more successful 
because they ignite instant connection. 

Your brand does more than refl ect, it 
breathes your values. We develop, analyse, 
test and build a reputation giving you the 

recognition you deserve.

User Experience

Intelligent design is invisible but 
won’t go unnoticed. Visitors return 

when they get where they want to be 
quickly and intuitively. We design 

from inside your user’s head to make 
connections personal.  
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Creative

We push the boundaries of creativity to 
put you out in front. Your site, apps and 
online services are uniquely easy to use; 

your services are always available 
whenever and wherever you’re needed. 

All this and gorgeous to boot. 
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Digital Marketing

You don’t have to shout – tell your 
unique story and be heard. Reach out 

to users and fi nd friends and loyal 
followers. Infl uence for change with 

campaigns that melt hearts and 
spark imaginations. 

Ongoing

Making a di� erence is a long-term 
commitment and we’re here to see you 

go the distance. We’re by your side to keep 
you fresh and on target – checking, testing, 
analysing and reviewing. We won’t let you 

falter – we’re here for the long haul. 
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 We measure our success on your happiness. 
 It doesn’t end with a website, ours is a holistic 
 approach. Your digital strategy encompasses 
 all the elements necessary to see growth, 
 return and big fat smiles. 

Technology

Cutting edge design gives your brand 
authority and your users a refreshingly 

relaxed experience. Free to shop, chat and
learn more about you, visitors enjoy a 
streamlined and hassle-free journey. 

Relationships strengthened, reputation 
reinforced.

Digital Marketing

You don’t have to shout – tell your 
unique story and be heard. Reach out 

to users and fi nd friends and loyal 
followers. Infl uence for change with 

campaigns that melt hearts and 
spark imaginations.



  Top Tech  

Peaches aren’t employees, they’re friends, family,  
co-conspirators. We realise dreams, make our mark and 
change clients' lives – all from the comfort of one of our 
office idylls and with our bums on a Herman Miller chair. 
Regular massages, top of the range tech, birthdays off as 
standard and let’s not forget the infamous Foodie Friday.  
We invest in ourselves so we can put everything we've 
got into making a difference for you.

  Pool Breaks  

  Barn Studio  

  Massage  
  Yoga  

  Foodie Friday  



High Growth Collective
It’s so important to share the love, the wealth and the 
knowledge. High Growth Collective gatherings are a blimmin’ 
marvellous opportunity to get insight from industry leaders 
and experts to increase your revenue and drive business 
growth (and scoff a croissant or three). 

BareAll
Changing the game while continuing to 
grow is essential. We encounter so many 
people doing good business and we want 
everyone to know about it. BareAll brings 
together purposeful and ethical brands.  
We listen, learn and leave with big ideas  
for doing good business better.

Bringing brilliant  
people together
When we unite amazing things can happen. To make a difference we bring 
people together: to listen to each other; to share big ideas; to think up new 
ones; to connect; to laugh. Inspiring community – that’s the motivation for 
our events.

Slurp!
Being inspired to innovate in your 
business means stepping out of your 
workspace once in a while. Twice a year 
we personally host our clients, partners 
and friends for an evening of drinks, 
shared insights and experiences. 



We want to make a difference. The difference is  
you: the pioneer, the peacekeeper, builder of  

communities and changer of minds. 

With a vision as vital as yours, we can’t afford  
to ignore it. We take the time to understand  

what’s important to you and share it with  
those that need it most. Together we can...

 #makeadifference 



If you know anyone that is looking to dramatically improve their digital marketing, 
please introduce us. We’d love to have a coffee with them to see how we can help!

#LifeChangingDigital

giantpeach.agency

Brand Strategy & Development • Brand Creation • Graphic Design 
Information Architecture (IA) • Digital Strategy • E-commerce  
User Experience (UX) • User Interface Design (UI) • Responsive Web  
App Design • Web & Mobile Apps • Video Animation & Motion Graphics 
Photography • SEO • Social Media • Analytics • Trend Spotting




